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Page 32, line 3 (typo)

Change “represents” to “stands”.

Page 61, first text paragraph, line 6 (typo)

Change “trust” to “trusts”.

Page 113, last paragraph, line −3 (from bottom) (typo)

In “Processes q and r receive” change r to s.

Page 119, 4th para., lines 4 and −2; page 120, 2nd para., lines 3 and 7 (typo)

Change every “bcr-delivers” to “brb-delivers”.

Page 218, last paragraph, line −3 (from bottom) (typo)

Change “every initializes” to “every process initializes”.
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Page 219, Algorithm 5.5 and paragraph below (major)

There was an omission that could cause the algorithm to violate the eventual leader-
ship property. In Algorithm 5.5, change the second event handler, which starts with
upon event 〈 Ω, Trust | p 〉 do to this

upon event 〈 Ω, Trust | p 〉 do
if p 6= trusted then

trigger 〈 pl, Send | trusted, [NACK] 〉;
trusted := p;
if p = self then

ts := ts+N ;
trigger 〈 beb, Broadcast | [NEWEPOCH, ts] 〉;

In the paragraph below Algorithm 5.5, line 5, change the text starting from “Con-
sider any . . . ” until the end of the paragraph on the next page to

Consider any correct process p that receives this message. We distinguish
two cases: (1) Suppose p last trusted q and qts > lastts, where lastts de-
notes the variable of p. Then p starts epoch (q, qts) as required. One of
two things may happen now. If (1a) p continues to trust q forever, then p
may not start any further epoch with a different leader according to the al-
gorithm; hence, the property holds. However, it may be (1b) that p trusts
some process r 6= q later, which is a prerequisite for it to start any epoch
with a leader different from q. But then, p sends a NACK message to q at
least once, according to the revised algorithm. This message causes q to
increment its variable ts and to broadcast another NEWEPOCH message.
When p receives it, then p either trusts q and starts the epoch with leader q,
and the property holds; or p sends another NACK message to q and the
NACK/NEWEPOCH exchange with q repeats. Since q trusts itself forever
and p eventually trusts q forever, this process may terminate only by p
starting an epoch with leader q as required. This ensures that the last epoch
started by p has leader q.
On the other hand (2), process p may not trust q or qts ≤ lastts when p de-
livers the NEWEPOCH message with timestamp qts. Then it sends a NACK
message to q and the eventual leadership property follows analogous to
case (1b) before.
It remains to show that every process eventually starts some last epoch. The
properties of Ω ensure that eventually all correct processes trust q forever;
after this time, only q may increment its ts variable and no other process
broadcasts NEWEPOCH messages. Consider the last NACK message that
is delivered to q. Then, q broadcasts a NEWEPOCH message with a time-
stamp qts∗ to all processes. Because q is correct, all correct processes de-
liver this message and the epoch with timestamp qts∗ is the last epoch that
every correct process starts.
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Page 236, last paragraph, line −2 (from bottom) (typo)

Change “cloud” to “could”.

Page 252, last line of text (typo)

Delete “also” and insert before “UNDEFINED” the text “⊥ and different from”.

Page 252, line 18 of Algorithm 5.17 (typo)

In the last clause, in the line “if exists ts ≥ 0, v 6= ⊥ from S such that . . . ”, replace
“S” with “states”.

Page 255, line 6 (typo)

Throughout the paragraph starting with “As we will see, the inputs . . . ”, replace “S”
with “states”.

(It would be preferrable to harmonize this notation everywhere in description
of the “Byzantine Read/Write Consensus” algorithm. This would mean to replace
every occurrence of variable S in pages 252–259 with states.)

Page 256, line 14-15 (minor)

In the paragraph of lines 6–15 that ends with “. . . and only the writeset of s changes
to ws′s = {(6, w)},” replace this text with “. . . and the writeset of r changes
to ws′r = {(6, x)} and the writeset of s changes to ws′s = {(6, w)}.”

Moreover, in Figure 5.6 (page 256), replace ws.r with ws.r’.

Page 256, last line (minor)

In the equation S = . . . , replace wsr with ws′r.

Page 266, Exercise 5.8 (typo)

In the first sentence, change the first occurence of “Algorithm 5.6” to “Algo-
rithm 5.7.” In the last sentence, also change “Algorithm 5.6” to “Algorithm 5.7.”

Pages 270–271, Algorithm 5.22–5.23 (minor)

In Algorithm 5.22 in line 12

estimate := ⊥; votes := [⊥]N ;

replace “[⊥]N” with “[UNDEFINED]N”.

In Algorithm 5.23 in lines 3–4
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upon #(votes) > N/2 ∧ sentvote = TRUE do
V := {v | there exists p ∈ Π such that votes[p] = v};

replace “#(votes)” with “#({p ∈ Π | votes[p] 6= UNDEFINED})” and add “ ∧ v 6=
UNDEFINED” after “votes[p] = v”.

Page 285, line 23 of Algorithm 6.1 (minor)

Two lines near the end of Algorithm 6.1 need adjustment. Specifically, the com-
mands

delivered := delivered ∪ decided;
unordered := unordered \ decided;

must be indented by one more level (so that they are executed inside the forall loop)
and be replaced with

delivered := delivered ∪ {m};
unordered := unordered \ {(s,m)};


